INTRODUCTION
The reason of writing this book is explanation meaning of number 718, but in reference
to the Left Hand Path, the core of this book is sentence from the book of Michael W. Ford
"Luciferian Witchcraft" on page 32, I mean that sentence "Luciferians do not consider
Satan to be a completely malefic spirit, rather a balanced force of both Dark and Light".
I explanation this in cabalistic form show authenticity of both, Michael words and my
theory form the early 2003, this book is the effect of my hard work at last 5 years.
This book is the effect of my magickal practice and long cabalistic analysis and work
with the number 718 what author take in years 2003-2008. For that manner this book is
in one aspect the record of my magickal work, I call this "Project 718" and in later this is
independence magickal system, in great manner is build on foundation of transmission
that is receive be present author during the work on the Left Hand Path, whole is
conscientiously attempt and coherent describe the system consist on archetypical union
of oppositions like Light and Darkness, Sun and Moon and Fire and Water, but in
reference to LHP as the Black Flame and Blood of Darkness and this is described in
later part of book. To differentiate my system from others, I create my own unique
notation used word that somehow show innovative and for now unrecognized path of
initiation. Aleister Crowley called his own magickal system Magick, he added letter "K"
to differentiate his system from others. I called my system LUCIFERU to show that is
not simple copy of known idea but is something different and new, never analyzed in
that precisely manner. I described LUCIFERU as the Work of Dark Light (Enlightened
Darkness), I intentionally pass over "and" conjunction to show I don't mean dual
comparison this but I mean unity of opposition, absence of dualism reference to ancient
mysteries when known that in absolute sense there is no difference in this both
conceptions because this is two aspects of one reality. LUCIFERU is revival and showing
in true sense that the whole Universe is based on pierce of opposition principle – and
this is a fundamental rule of cosmos, day not exist without night as well light not exist
without darkness and sun without moon, ask a question himself now, how we known
that is day if night doesn't exist as the passive element – balance force, opposition will be
not exist at that time and we don't know that something is masculine when feminine
element doesn't exist, we must remember that masculine element is always active and
feminine is always passive and on his mutual relation and connection is based the
structure of Universe.
This book include a few libers transmission to me, that describe precisely meaning of
what is transferred and this concern LUCIFERU, however with no doubt main part of
this book is ritual that I build after understanding and analyzed all of this system and
how it work. This ritual is combination of Light and Dark, which remove from the mind
"and" conjunction and create in this way Dark Light (Enlightened Darkness) and this
show no dualism and we experience this through ritual, this have a clear reference to
ritual form Liber Samekh by Aleister Crowley, but all of words and formulas is created
by me to reference LUCIFERU as the Work of Dark Light.

For my magickal work I make complicated Alphabet SAT and Satian Language called
technically 666.18 because any word in build from letter which is a numerical multiple of
number 18 and any word sum up to 666 and for that reason is the manifestation of all
ideas include in this number, alike as the number of Sun, Illumination, Beast, Adversary
and also Triumph and of Humankind, so is the true glyph for described work have which
main aim is to introduction to Path of Antinomianism (Adversary).
To explain precisely how work this ritual I write also a long commentary and this also
include decode of method how I create single words , formulas and barbarian names of
summoning.
Very important is also conception of Nine Gates and Gem of Lucifer which is explain
precisely in this book, system of Nine Gates is created by me as path include 9 degrees –
any of this is reference to the one of nine fragments od Gem of Lucifer (as is transferred).
Is understand as the connection of all nine elements of one whole, and in that manner
forbidden knowledge now is again accessible and that is symbolized by Gem of Lucifer
and in most secret manner is Holy Graal, This conception is complicated because concern
the forbidden path of magickal progress which is symbolical begin be Lucifer himself
when he take the spark of divinity form Haven and now he transferred this to
humankind in the form of light, but is much difficult because Lucifer is fall to Abyss and
for that reason his light is not normal light but this is Dar Light which is identical with
Black Flame – this is definition of dark illumination, and this show LUCIFERU.
However almost important symbolic expression in this much complicated conception of
unity of oppositions is number 718, which is dedication whole parts of this book – this is
summary of this system – is clearly explanation later. To show how I create this and how
I understand this I include in this book my very huge magickal diary which is records of
my magickal operation 718 in five last years, in this place I include all things which
bringing me to write this book. Summary is simple – from Aleister Crowley through
Kenneth Grant to Michael W. Ford – and this is how my spiritual path looks, but this
path is not ending, parts of this path is finished but the path itself is eternal and never
ending.

THANKS
Almost great spiritual influence to me on begin of my way have Aleister Crowley, his
books and all libers (polish and english) I read a few years ago, and my truly journey
with magick was begin about 7 years ago. But most important person who have direct
influence to me, my dark side and way how I see the hidden world is Michael W. Ford,
interesting correspondence with him give me a lot and enlightened my mind,
I gratefulness for his advices for me and help and invaluable is also his books and early
grimoires from I derive knowledge, I want to truly thanks for his magickal system and
for all what we know as Left Hand Path and Luciferian Witchcraft. Very helpful is also
writings of Kenneth Grant, true LHP adept, founder of Typhonian O.T.O., author of a lot
of book about dark side of occultism, for me is important that he working with number
718 and also this is his magickal number – me to. Great thanks belongs to Dragon Rouge
POLAND / Lodge Magan, articles and essays they write was big inspiration to me in that
time to explore the Path of Dragon and study dark magick, few years ago I enter to the
Left Hand Path after read this essays, so my first contact with LHP was in this time.

LUCIFERU
Introduction to the Left Hand Path Luciferianism
LUCIFERU is a magick system preparation by Naas Luciferus on foundation of
numerous transmission and my own magickal working. Is a new attitude to spiritual
development, so I need to preparation appropriate name (word LUCIFERU is not
descent from Earth) based on Luciferianism an luciferian gnosis which is aspiration to
the Light – and for that is described as LUICIFERU. Most important part in this system
posses identity with principle of Darkness and Light and this is view clearly as number
359 and further is also reflect by sacred number 718, which is symbol of union of
opposites and also symbolize no dualism – connect masculine with feminine and
therefore we have here a sexual symbolism.
LUCIFERU is a path with nine degrees of imitation which brings to illumination of dark
side. The number 9 is a symbol of Lucifer, which Bring Light of Illumination, its contain
also a number 666, which is the magick seal of Lucifer (6+6+6 = 18, 1+8=9). Number 666
have giant meaning in LUCIFERU system, because include three aspects of Lucifer,
which is Illumination, Adversary and Victory (its described in later part of this book).
Number 6 is often recognize as devilish number because is before than divine 7 and for
that is condemned in Bible. Symbolic of 666 is very important in Left Hand Path, its
important because is symbolize Path of Adversary (Antinomianism), this is a seal of
Adversary like Lucifer, Shaitan and Seth.
Magic system received and finishing by Naas Luciferus known as LUCIFERU is based
of Cabala of Adversary which is also created by Naas Luciferus the present author, most
important numbers in this cabalistic system is 88, 93, 210, 328, 359, 414, 418, 528, 666,
718 and 811 as 718 + 93 – any of this numbers posses many meanings and gematric
reference and when we connect each with others they create countless possible
combinations and this show a lot of mysteries related to current which is Left Hand
Path. Important conception in LUCIFERU is Dark Light (Enlightened Darkness) and
idea include within showed essence of whole system which is union of opposites – no
dualism. In Hebrew language Dark Light is translated to words AOR ChSK and value of
this notation is 359 and this is also value for Sheitan as ShTN, we must see that 2 x 359
= 718 – and this is only one of thousands similar regularities, this is quote because in
this we see a lot of ideas which based magickal system LUCIFERU.
LUCIFERU is based on nine paths, which is Gates, so this is Path of Nine Gates, is
described clearly in film by Roman Polanski "Ninth Gates", because crossing the Ninth
Gate is most important and first eight is only the path of initiation, this is a system 8+1
– crossing the last Gate is identical with enlightenment, which is timeless illumination
and for that symbol of this process is Lucifer, that is Light Bringer.

Lucifer himself is archetypical symbol of dark illumination, because first he stay in
Heaven and next he fall into Abyss and therefore he is a Dark Light himself, he is at the
same time Light and Darkness – cabalistic notation show hard to understand
correctness of this, hebrew transliteration of word Lucifer is LChIFR which have value
328 and same value have word ChShK which means Darkness (this is correct same as
ChSK). Now we show that Light is hidden in Darkness, but we also see that Light is
Darkness, Helena Blawatska write this a long time ago in book "Secret Doctrine".
LUCIFERU based also on transmission concern a Holy Graal (corrected Sangra'al),
which is Gem of Lucifer and fall down on Earth when the times of mythical Fall, and
transmission while say, when the Gem was destroyed on 9 parts and any of this is one of
nine main spiritual teachings and only when we find this and put each parts together,
we may understand what is Holy Graal and experience enlightenment, only when we
have Gem of Lucifer it is possible to crossing the Ninth Gate, because its only Key to
this.
LUCIFERU uses his own magickal language preparation by Naas Luciferus, and it's
called SAT Language form Sanskrit word SAT, this language include his own
numerical values on foundation of multiple of number 18 (18x37=666). It's a barbarian
language and his speech remind bestial incantations or howling of wild beast. Any of
this letters have his own graphical equivalent and occult meaning, each words have
numerical value 666 which is perfectly express main aim of this language, which is
Invocation.

